
Municipalities in Transition
2017 funded project to research, design, and test a flexible system for 

meaningful collaboration between civil society 
and municipalities for systemic sustainable change.

Six pilots - Spain, Italy, Portugal, Hungary, Brazil

1.   Purpose (a set of general goals for the community) 
2.   Closely linked to the Transition principles 
3.   Do-able in both top-down and bottom-up approaches. 
4.   Powerful enough for high levels complexity & uncertainty 
5.   Simple and cheap - relatively easy to learn and to use.
6.   Low level of preconditions for implementation (resources )
7.   Effective ( it works )
8.   Adaptable to a wide variety of very different contexts 
9.   Designed to be iteratively evolved by the users 
10. Suitable for use in a context of shared/diffused governance 
11. Improving the quality of the cooperation between actors
12. Preparatory to a Deep Adaptation community strategy.

An innovation was The Grid - with three specific functions:
• Identifies Actors and Actions Categories 
• Shows Relational Proximity between the actors 
• Act as an organizer of actions and Tools 
Orange & red are in fact leverage points of the Grid, actions have more 

probability to produce a strong and permanent impact on the community.

A Few Results for the 2019 Summary Report
Italy - local YouTube TV Channel of actions & results

Portugal - Horticulture in Education program
Italy - engagement & advocacy with power suppliers 

Hungary - resusable cups across 4 local festivals
Brazil - local government sidewalk planting program

Problems ....... ( sort of ! )

The Covenant of Mayors carbon reduction network has expressed 
interest in disseminating the Municipalities in Transition System to 

the 6,000+ municipalities that they collaborate with. 
Over 420 municipalities in different countries have declared climate emergency.

http://municipalitiesintransition.org/

http://municipalitiesintransition.org/hot-topics/
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